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histo* ry 14heli. r'apid changes in many areas o

Ause us to be uncertain and,uncomfdrtable about our future, it 4s imperative
hat the social 'studies_curriculUm be responsive to these Changes.
ot

The social studies_should not only encourage stUdents to:examine the_
past-And:prepare theM for life today but also should help prepare them fOr_
-

'future Changes.
dynamic.;
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No other area of the'-pabltc-schoolt counse of-study is mo e

ThiS one) fact should cause .us to look constantly At the,need.for

--social s udies.urricuTibm revisioq,and cons.truction.
z- This guide l5 intended to aiO. local school, -personnel

-and concepts up0m4vhich the local curriculum isbüilt
,.

identifying
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.studies program tailored to the needs and aspirations of the children,of Nortft

Carolinawill result.
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"What do today's youth want to become?" This is a major question to be .
Decisiohs concerning how the social
considered -in CurrUulumdecision-making.
.studies cOrriculum is to be organized,' the content to be included, and fhe
Materials and instructional techniques to be used to some extent all answer
questions as to how we as teachers, :superviSors, and curriculbm clordinators
can help students-to deielop a4yrocess of valujng tctunderstand themselves,
the world,_and the nature of man and 90ciety. -Decisions of this import should
never be-made on the basic of whAm. _Rather they should be the result'of a

_careful assessment of available Wefmatien concerning t1)the'hnowledge,
_skills and abilities _needed lor effective participation in American society,
the nature and uqes of history and social science knowledge, and (3) char(2)
acteristics and interests of the learner for whom-the curriCulum is intended.

Perhaps the most outstanding characteristic of.today's world is that of
The-nineteenth and twentieth century revolution in science and technology
political.
as been accompanied by ever-accelerating change in social, economic,
As a result
relationships botfewithin an-d among the various societies of mankind.
of this constant shifting in human relationships, it is highly probable thatthe
youth of today will, as adults, live in a world supstantially different from thit
which now exists.
For example, it has been predicted that by the mid ]98O's fifty
'percent of the'people in the United States will be employed in jobs' not yet created.
ranoe.

'-Another result of the scientific and.technological revolution has been the
Human knowledge, it is,
discovery and explosiVe proliferation of new knowledge.
estimated, now doubles-approximately every five years.
This knowledge- explotfon
has resuTted not only in opening new areat, and developing new theories, but at
the-same time-in rendering obsolete and outmoded much of what we know. Moreover.,
large -amounts of the descriptive knowledge 1earned by students in the'elemehtarygrades -- political boundaries, nationarall nments, statistical information-may Well be obsolete before they complete hii school.

,AnOther facti*.which must be-contidered-i curriculum planning is the increasing
range of pupil interests and abilities that one mUst-deal with in the classroom,..
In many retpects today's yeuth are more knowledg-able than-the-youth of apy OreVioul era - they areCapable. of performing farm-re complex intellectual.tasks-.
than we have previously astumed.7-.The-experience'b ckground-ofNmany children'
-.-is mote -varied-and richer_than that found Among st ents of former generatiens.

Via televisto!Ond radio the average first graderjalready exposed to national
Obblems such-as pOlutton,'inflation and crime; to international'issUe Such',
as -war,-trade and cultUral misunderstandi,ng and to other tolifts dealing with their
political, social and economic well-bei- v: -The widening range.of pupil performance
-levels, however,isHnot totallyoattribu ble- to increased.student Capabilities.
Tupils Who traditionally dropped out pf school.-beCause.oUlack- of athievement are
finding.it indreasinglyTecessary to'complete ilcondary school.
These tWo factors --.
the increase in student capabilities and the decrease in-scheol dropout i46te§ -7 have
resulted in a simUltaneous extension'of both the upper andlower/ends of the.pupiI
.

performance scale'.

..

.'

jhe cumulative effect of these problems --- the eXplosion of knowledge, rapidly
changing- economic Political apd si al relktionships,-the widening range of student,'
interests and'capabilities suggests, the need for.a redefinition of the.goals, tontent-,'
.-.ahd structure of the social,studies curriculum.
In,a deMocratit Society charactenized

bycultural,plu+alism. and-rapid change, the individUal is constantly. confrontedWith
_7-

.

the necesOtilbf making:chofCes-between ältergative courses of action and alterIn establiOing our educatrOnal goals we mutt be concerhed with
native ways of life.
knowledge for the attadnment of attitudes aftd,thinking sKilgs'necetsaryfor information'
i
processing and rational decisionmaking. Additionally, curriculum and snstructiona
golls must besdirected toward helping youth develop a personal value system which
will dhable theM to deal wieth life't problems in ways consistent with their value
positiOns and with interests of society es a'whole.
Changing human t'elationships at home and abroad require the expansion of social
studies'Content to include studies of peoples ahd regions which heretofore have
largely been.omittedPfrom the curriculum. Traditional-cutriculum itudies have'
-generally failed to provide an adequate.portrayai of cultural pluralismCas it exists
In order that students might develop a More accurate-view
in-American society.
of the society in which they live, the curriculum must incorporate content that.
deals realistically with theroles played by various racial'and ethnic minoritiet
Increased interdependence among human
in the growth-and development of our nation.
-societies and the United States' role_in world-affairs require that American citizens
become more knoWledgeable about peoples in other parts of the world. No longer
It is
can we afford to ignore developments tin Africa, Asia, and Latin-America.
of vital importance that we rid ourselves,of the myths and misconceptions we as a
people have traditionally held concerning those whose cultures differ from our own
in both the international and domestic sphere.

If students are to acquire'the knowledge, skills, and attitudes necessary for
effective liviag in acomplex and changing warld, social study. at both the
elementary and secondary level must provide Mr systemafto.de e opment of Modes of
inquiry and basic-concepts from anthropofogy, economics, political science, and
Each of these dfsciplinds%contrisociology.es well as from history dnd geography.
the
butes in its own way to our understanding of the basic huMan condition
problems, progress, and potential of mankind. The great diversity found in student
abilities, interests, and aspirations suggests that the content, materials, and
techniques used in social studies instruction must be mbre varied-and broadly
based than that.which is ordinarily provfded.

.
implementation of neW knowledge, skill,..and attitudinal-goals will okessitate
.changes in the- structure and.organization of the socialL' studies curritulum.-- The
changing eMphasis'instIcial studies instructIon,reqUires a,curriculum pattern that
reflects the Anterrelatadvess,of.history an0 sociallscience knowledge and provides
for, (1) -a,sequential-,developMentof Social ttudies doncepts and skills, (2) the
infusion:of new soodal:studies knowledge-4: and (3) pLOpil inquiry into significant
K.
H
aspects of sociaT behavior..
..,.,.p

i

:

.

,

The,acquisition of useful..social S,tudias knoOledgednd theidevelopment of
-- inquiry Andidecition-making skills requires mote th-an Wencyclopedic coverage.'
ofthe factUalAnfarmation contained in histo6 and the4;ocial sciences,
lt.if
impOssible and useless fot students to learn all.:thefatts available. Comp1e.4
pontentl,coverage is neithet a realistic nor a Wes.trable: goal for social studies
-instruction.
While fattUal knowledge must servfiat the base fae social btudies
earning,-its value for the Jearner lies not in"srnply knolL7ing such. Information;
knowing-facts. is useful becauseit facilitates'attainment of important concepts or
discerument.of-new relationships, which-serve:to-give meading- and ordeCto the
world aboqt. Thus, a -curriculum structured atound'basic concepts from history
.and the socialstiences,.pr. vijes a more logical-basis=fot: learning and instruFtiOn
coverage.' A conceptual
than does .a-.curriculum that,rocusesmmafnly:An.con-en
.structure-provid
ration1- fraMework for th selec-'on and organization-a
curricblum Content. At alsa provides thej--_...ibillty,deeded for-incorporating
intp the curriculum-the variety of stUdies reduired for phallengingxthe interests
and meeting the instructional heeds of a widely diverse student population.
.

7
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'SDCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM GOALS

-The primary 'goal of social studigs instruction is to provide each student
the experiences,necessary for attainment of the knowledge, skills, and attitudes
'necessary for.becoming an effective and contributing-member of a democratic
society.
In keeping with this goal, the North Carolina Social Studies curriculum
is designed to enable students to:
1.

Develop concepts and generalizitions which will provide insight
into pie polit4cal, economic, and social behavior of people.

Develop skills and-attitudes c nduclve to the use of rational
proce;ses for problem-solving, aluing, and decision-making.
,

Acquire jnowledge about (a)the-Structure and function's .of the
spctal, polttital, and economic institutionS in AMericin society;
(Wthe development:and-unique charectpristics of past and present
sbctkies; an&
.issues and" problems'which have persisted,throughout
.

.history.

.

4. Aevelop a systempof values consis-ent via h the fundamental
'tenets of democracy.

5.

Develop positive attitudes toward other peoples.

.Develop an understanding of oneself an
to others and to the environment':

one's relationship,

NORTH CAROLINA SOCIAL 'STUD

CONTENT SEQUENCE_

GRADE
K

The

dividua

and -Group. Rêl-ationshj

Home-- anct School

Neighborhood and Community

Communi

es.

e,and Regions.

The-. Ameri cas

Europe and

.

S. S.

-

Africa, Asia, -and Raci ic Islands

8 & 9

- 12

.

United States and No -h Carolina Heritagp

Wor16Studies and United Sta es Studies_

ORGANIZATION OF:C0FIRTOLUM CONTENT

The K-12 curriculum sequence description provides only a-broad Outline
areas frir which-specific course Content is to be selected. Although content
eas
have been delineated,for each grade, the curriculum sequence is quite flexible
and can be-easily adapted to a variety of school organizational structures. For
example, in certain non-graded situations, content' may-be organized-as folloWs:

Home and Com4n1ty Studies
Regional Studies (encompassing studies of North
Carolina and selected cultural areas of the Americas,
Eurasia,.and Africa)
-9-

1.1orth Carolina and United'States*Studies.
,

10 - 12

C'llorld and Contemporary linited'States

The basic pattern of content for grades Kt7 lsfroiti,"nearto-far."Traditionthis-idea(applied only to the sequential'arrangementbf.Content from one grade
to the next--StUdies in firstgrade began-with the children's immediate sUrrounclJngs
., 'and gradually expanded to.areas lass,familtar to them as they moved into iheupper
grades.- Because children today are'eXposed to happentngs outside their community
at an earlier age,.it iS equally important.that a '-ear-ahd-far" approach be'
used as welli,thai is, while studies-in kindef'gart4n 'begin-withthe child and the
family, they should also include children and'famibes in other envirdnments, "nearan&far". Content selected in this, mannerArovidesliot orly the comparatiVe and. ,
-65-arasting.data necessary for brOadening pupils' concept of the roleand function
,of the familY, but also provfdes a'useful Vehicle for.helpIng students at an eatly
-age to develop positive,a1titud4s.toward those who-are different from themSelves.
,

,

The "'near-to4arinear-arid-far" apProach proVides a convenient background for
developmentof ConcePts, Concrete to abstract. The .concept "int' dependence"
-provides an exampleA3f this developmental pattern.' A primary grade child. sees
interdependence concretely as parents prepare meals-for thefamil and are-for the
baby or as the cafeteria workers serve the lunch at s hool_The
re abstract
understandings of interdependence, such as interdepen encebetwe mgovernments of
natiOni;- are more easily taught at higher g-rade levels

.

.This program also allows for variatiOnS''froM thiS pattern when dealing with'
Conteotsthatare. not developed in.a:finear-tofirinear-and-far" context. 'This is
particularly true with concepts in the,areaof political science.

Child development studies sbow that children below Abe ages' of- twelve or
thirteen havelittlerunderstanding.of .Chronology. Although itis imOortant to
,begin introducing soMe "now-and-ther0 content,and concepts in the early Oracles.,
it-should be understood that these have limited meaning for childr-i at this leVel.
.

The content pattern for grades 8-12 provides opportunities for greater.in-depth
studies of the United States and the various cultural areas of the world. Studies
.at this level are oriented more toward .individUal disciplines (inclu.11ing history,
economics,'political science, sociology, geography, anthropology) than are studies
in the elementary grades.

i

The eighth and ninth grade program focuses on the economy, government,'and
history of north arglina and the Un ted States. Content selected for study at
first, it enables students to develop thethis level 'serves twe major purposes:
i\
concepts and general background,knowl
dge necessary for an in-depth exploration of
the political, economic and'social isifes dealt with in the senior high programr
secondly, it enables,those students who for vatious reasons terminate their formal
edUcation at the end of nintfi grade to acquire a greater knowled§e of their cultural
heritage, to gain ineight into the political and economic structure of American=
society, and to develop an understanding of their roles as individuals within this
.

..

s

--structure.

The world_znd United States.studies proeram in gradesi0-12.:builds upon:the
knowledge and conceptual base laid in the elementaiy and junior high .gradeS;
Offeringsat the senior high.schoollevef extend and, in one sense, complete studies
.introducled,earlier in the K-12 program:. World Stbdies at thii level..extend-.and
enlarge-the concepts and skills introduted irOthe regional studies -program,in: gradeS:

44 Untte&States Studies:in the senior highJprograntbuild upon thestudy.of:'
.

:United States andlklorth Carolina Aeritage in,grades eight and nine. In .a deeper
sense, howev0., the seniorOigh school'social.studies program must'notSe viewed-as-,
the end of sotial.Studies learning.
Rather, the'entirecurriculumHmUst be seen4as
.building those'skills, knowledge, an&attitudes'necessary for effective.particiPation
in:a demoCratic socTety.
In this sense, the sentor_high schocil social studiesptiogrami,
is a part, but innb-way'the completion, of this life-long process.

The World Studies and United States .Studies programs in grades 10-12 may be
organized in Several ways.
1)

As separate entities at each grade level:
grade 10
'Non-Western Studies
grade 11 - Western-Studies
grade 12
Unitd States Studies

As separate entities:crossing grade level deVisions:
grades 10 and 11
grades 11, and 12

Western and 'Non-WtsternStudies
Western StudieS and United States Studies

As an openprogram with no restrictions as to grade level:
grade 10 - 12 - World Studies (Western and Non-Western ) and
United States Studies

Simil4r1y,-the senior high school program may consist of courses of differing lengths,
depending upon school scheduling and organizatiOnal structure. Social stlidies
proRram offerings may be organized zs year-long.courses, semester courses, twelve7week

courses; ornineweek courses.
A krief description of the content areas for ea-ch grade, K-12, is Provided on
pages 8-76.
The content proposed for kindergar-en,ma7 be dealt Wtth in't.,he first .
--grade where- kindergartenS,do not exist,

The c a- rent areas
\
des,cribed for each grade shoUld not be looked upon.as prescribed
.
of study.- As stated previously, ernphastc in the new social stpdies program isnot on con_j_
content coverage; consequentlY, wi,thin the broad. outline provided,
there are ak'number of options or alternatives available. Considering the vastness
of the content areas included,for, each level , teachers -and curriculuM -coordinators
mustibe selective in determining the specific content to be included in,the instruc
tional program. In the selection process, 'content should be assessed in terms of
its si nificance to the 'iudy of mankin4 accurateness in representing reality,
relevanc to t e lives an concerns of tods youth appropriateness for the age
or Maturity level of pdpi s, and usefulness as a vehic e for deve1dfng desired

nits

,

i

concefits, skills and attittides.

,

socrAL STUDIES PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

K NDERGARTEN:

712-

THE INDIVIDUAL

.- The prograM for kindergarten- children begint wi h a study of self and Of
people_and things familiar to oneself-. -The,children 'explore manylfacets of
.individual;fty of family life and of-other groups-of which Ohe ise.yember.
'itlfter the chirdren have acquired an understanding of basic self concepts and-of
their own family structure, thestudy. may be- eXtended to peoPte living in similar
an d. different'environMents in the Unite Stetes and in the'World.

In the kindergarten pro4ram the Childrk.begin to,develop Concepts about:their
olvan beings and,about the family as*a basicAnstitution in kiliman society. They .
also develop- the understanding that there are certain basic beeds comMon to all
In looking
those of proViding food, clothing, shelter., and security,
people,
at their unique qualities and characteristics and in looking at familieS living
in environments .different -from their own, the children perceive that while individuals
and families aee different many similarities also exist. They also see that-although

people have basically the same needsOhey may-seek to meet these needs in a variety
of ways.- Concepts:such as interdeperidence, individual worth, dignity and responsibility arOntrodyced and expanded through a study of,family organization and
the'different'roles'assdmed by_te children and various members of the faMily-unit.

GRADE I:

HOME AND-SCHOOL

The
The first-grade study builds upon concepts introduced in kindergarten.
students further exaMine theroles of members of their own families as well es
those of families in other environments. They then study about their school, its
purpOse,- and its relation to the home, -,They compare'their home and school life.
with that of children in environments differentfrom their _own.

he concepts ofjnterdependence and individual respdnsiblity are reinforced
and expanded in the first grade study. Through an extended study of the lamily
and home life of peoples in other parts of ;the world, the children begin to
In
develop a concept of Man_and the Universality of-basic human needs and wants.
comparing and contrasting the ways by which people living in different environments
seek to.provide for these basic needs, the,students also develop an awareness of
the-relationship between physical environment and human activity. They see that
family and school rules and laws are established for the common good and are
a necessary part of group living.
.

/

GRADE II:

NEIGHBORHOOD AND COMMUNITY
/

'The grade -two social studieS program continues to use and reinforce concepts
and_skilit learned in kindergarten and grade one.
The content of the program revolves
around the organization and services of the student's neighborhood-and immediate,
community.
At this level the students are concerned with the who, what, why, and
.how of their.cOmmunity.
What resources (ides their community use? Who are the
people and-how do they depend upon one another? Whht services does-the coriimunity
offer-to,them and their families? Why? What are their responsibilities to the
neighborhood and community? Wh should they assume. these responsibilities? They
are also concerned with differf g neighborhoods and communities within their own:
county or state.
Why are some c mmunities agricultural and othersindustrial;
why are sot-6e coniminities trade and transPortation centers while others are centers

3

-of goVernment or educa ion? Why, as theLtnit of society ekperfds (from home and
school to neighborhood and community), if there need for more rules or laws'to
help govern that society?

GkADE III:

COMMUNITIES-

The 'third grade- study is designed to increase the -dtildren's understanding
They'compare,and contrast their comMunity with- communitiet
of communitY life.
of other lands_ '.They are made aware of some of the-r:Oationships between way of
lifei environment., an,0 tradition. *ley are concerned with problems that maY confront their,4ommUnttY, the groUps interested ahd,involved in these problems and
the_means bY which the ,c0Mmuhity,tries to solve the problems. hey :study the
-baSic relationships_between communities -- how ComMunitie combine to form a
.larger political unti (counties); and'how communities-may be linked together by
cultural heritage or.b.; geographic and economic ties.
,

1

'4-

,5tudies concerned with communities in timilar and different environments
reinforce and extend concepts and skills introduced in earlier grades. Through
their study of various patterns of community living today and long ago, the children
people's acttVities are influenced not only-by their
begin to understand that:
geographic location,but also by the historical period in,wbich they live; how
people use earth materials is largely dependent Upon the knowledge and skills
available to them and'as a result of inventions and technology people have becom6
less dependent upen the physlcal environment for survival.

The program atthjs level is also concerned- with how and why communities
A-study dealing_wiih communi0 change heips the children perceive that
change.
while all societies change, they-do not becessarily change at the same rate, nor
Each society:has certain
do all aspects of the society:change at the same time.
in>.titutions and traditions that bind the soclety together and give it continuity.
By looking at the community as it is today and 'as it was in earlier times and the
relationship existing between their community Ad other communities, the children
,are made aware of _some of the cultural, political, geographic, and economic factors
that fiel0 binq communitiestogether through both time and space.

GRADE IV:

STATE AND REGION

The fourth grade prpgram in social studies is concerned with a study-of
-North Carolina-- its geography, its people, and its, present status -- and with
a study of the soOtheastern region of the United States.
,

The third gra& study of communities -- how communities change and grow, how
they are interdependent, how they are combined to form counties -- leads naturally
The study at this level emphasizes geography, people,
into a studY of the State.
and economy with glimpses into history and. government. The students become
familiar with the physical makeup of their State -- regions, land forms, climate,
and
resources, etc. -- with considerable attention paid to use of a variety of maps
to developing map reading skills. -The study also focuses on the people of the
and what they do for a Tivelihood..
who are they, where they came from
State
Comparing North Carol'ina with neighboring states helps shiv thatthere are,
more similarities than differences in th9se states and the wholke, concept of
region-should begin to emerge. After an in-depth look at the region and if time
permits the students may compare the southeastern region witti another region in the
United States.

'It should be understood that the study at this level-is not intended to be a
study of the history of North Ca -Olin& and he region.

GRADE .11-:

THE ,AMERICAS (NORTH, ,CENfRAL,.AND SOUTH AMERICA)
_

1

.1

The fifth'grade program is centered zround themes or "big ideasu concerned
With life:An the United- States; Canada,-and-§elected Latin AMerican countries.
,The study begins with a brief overview :of the(segions explored in fourth. grade.
As-they look at their nation, the children _are concerned With such questions-as:'
How have different ethnic, groups Contri.Who are the peoPle of ,the United States?
bUted to our .culture? These and similar questiohs areexplored through a "then"
_and-"now" approaCh in studylng selecteOpspects of-our culture.- Although the major
focus of the study of the United States ts on the people, geogrOhy,,and econOmy
.0f the country, attention is also given'to certain aspects of our..political heritage.
.,_

_

.

'

While approximately two-thirds Of the fifth grade program is devoted to studies
-of codntries other than the United States, no attempt\should- be made tcrinclude all
of the countries of North- and ,South Atherica,, The study of Canada may be a logical
The Latin American,countries to be studied
study to follow the United States:
can be selected on the basis ortheir Comparative and contrastingqualities -ethnic make-up, geography, use of reso4ces, and the influence of these.factors
on economic and cultural deOlopment. For example, a unit dealing mith howa country's
cultural development is influenced py the ethnic backgrounds of its peoPlettould be
developed by concentrating on only four Latin American countries -- two representing
societie$ with populations of relatively homogeneais ethnic backgrounds, and two
representing societies composed of several ethnic groups.
F

GRADE VI:

EUROPE AND U.S.S.R.
,

The pumose of the grade:six program is to look at tWo areas of the world,
with which we in the United-,States have particular interest because of'cultural
Major'f cus again will
on peop4e, geography; and
:and/or political ties.
economy but.history and goverv,nt will Also receive attention because.of our-rich
heritage from Europe and becaue
of the interest in political alignment of these
,
,

la

nations.

One organizational pattern for content at this level would be to study;selected
countries from those areas with which we are most familiar, and on-which we have
The study,of these countries, likely noc-tMern, western, and
the most materials.
southern.-European countries, could be arrh.nged around themes such-as-Suggested
in grade five. The students find out about life within these areas ,and how geography
Concepts dealing interdependence, :unity, use .of
and economy are closely related.
resources change and culture are of considerable importance.
Eastern Europe and U. J. S. R. may be studied together because of political,
If the two areas al-1-.'studied separately, however, these
cultural, economic ties.
ttes could serve os a transitional link from one study to the other.

GRADE VII:

AFRICA, ASIA, AND PACIFIC ISLANDS
a

The seventh grade study of Africa, Asia and PacifiC Islands completes the,.
world cycle begun in grade-five with studieS of N'orth and South America and'continued

\in grade:slx witbrthe study of Europe and the-Soviet Union.

The seventh grade
study is.designed to.allow the students to,examine societies dissimilar to those
of- the.West ih such a way as to broaden their understanding of people,and places
'rrthis complexvorld. The study is also designectto help students acquire-Aditional knowledge, understandings and skills necessar9 for dealing with other
01tural area ttudies encountered in the high school -social studies program..
,
.

.
.

As in the fifth 4nd sixth grade program, the major focus of-this study* is
An examindtion of people's adjustment to enliironment. Students should.be
d. to a broad understandingof cultural geography which gives insights into where
-oPle live,:how they live andhwhat economic acttvities theY engage, in.
,

a-

The study at the seventh grade level will draw heaily from the discipline
of geography, focusing especially on the area of cultural geography. This emphasis
will be on the observable features-that are the 'result of people bn the earth.
These
f atures include migration an-d settlement.patterns, populations, communications
ethods- of societal control, and resource use.
Social -studies concepts dealing with roles, institutions, an -cultural conditionerS and transmission will be the integrating points for muCh of the study ae--this level.
The Seventh grade study shotild reflect the fact that people all over
the world live and behave as they,do for reasOns that are entirely rational in
their cultural context.

GRADES VIII AND IA:

UNITED STATES AND NORTH-CAROLINA HERITAGE

In the study, of united States and Aorth Carolina h'eritage the disciplips of
history reuives more eMphasiS thanin previous grades.: Reasons'for this emphasis
are several':

-Students at this level are.more capable of handling his orical
concepts of time and,chronology;
-Placing the study of 'state and nati_naT history after the'world
studies cycle (gradeS 4-7) "brings the student back home" with
en increased understanding of the world of which the UnitedStates and North Carolina are a part;
1

concentrated study of state and national history at this level
-provides -a strong foundation for th,e senior high school social
studies program;,
-For 'Chose students leaving the public school-after the ninth grade,
,it is important that there be concentrated study of ,the state and
nation just prior to their exit.

The -emphasis on history in the eighth and ninth grade programs does not
imply the eclusion of other social Science disciplines.
The study of United States
and North Carolina.heritage is a study of the physical,- ,social, economic,.ard political development of our state and nation.
EmphasiS should be placed on the state and
national systems of gOVernment: governmental institutions and practic:E!s, -how they
have developed; and.the citizen's-relationship'to the goverment at the various
levels.
Students should also inquire at Some length into the economic development
of North Carolina and Ithe United States, gaining an-understanding of hoth the
causes and cOnsequences of that development-.
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At each sta
of' the study, institutfions of bofh the United States and of
-North:Carolina yhould in interwoVen.
It is an integrated programHn which North
Carolina-is- gtven.its rightful emphasiSin,the stUdy of the nation as'a whole;:it 4 a progrith in-whichNorth :Carolina prOvides the in-depth case,study of various
national'phenomena. ,-The study of United States and ,North Carolina heritage tay
..beHdeVeloped chronologically or thematically.
If the chronological-pattern is
,-selected,/the eighth grade program might end with the study of the period of rapid
urb-antzation and:industriali2ation following the Civil,War.
At the ninth grade-level, students might begin their study with a review of this period or with a
-consideration of Problems and topics not dealt with in the eighth grade. Soalt
.everlap and review is desirable, and the,period 1880-1900 is a rich era which Can
be considered in grades eight,and nine.
.

If a thematic pattern is used, some care must betaken in ,choosing areas of
Themestelected.for-study should focus on a particular problem or topic
,which. is .peryasiveor broad enough to permit Study across several time periods or
,throughout this history of our state and nation.
Further!, the themes chosen should
emphasize in..each year of study several social science disciplines:, government,
economics, .htttpry, and sociology.-

r

-

Examples of both a.chronorogical'and athematic- approach=to the study of
Uni'Oed States and North Carolina heritage are provided below.

Chronological_Aperacia

(ECh Of the units described would inaude inquiries concerning how'North Carolina
was affected by and responded to the challenges'involved.)
THE,FOUNDING OF AMERICAN SOCIETY,. BasiCally a social and pol4tical study
.concerned with the question of Aow European society in North Carolina
,became American society -- the development of new or characteristicallyAmerican, social and political tnstitutions. ,Includesa study of the
American R volution.
,

THE BUILDING OF AN AMERICAN NATION.
Concerned primarilY with political
developments and changes culminating in the War of 1812 (often called
"the completion bT independence").
(Also includes,inquiry into causes
of the rise in American consciousness a. d confidence during this period.),
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF.AN "AMERICAN SYSTEM".
Concerned Primarily with geographic expan%(ion and the establishment of industrial and commercial enterprises which comprised the "American system".
,

.-

THE 'FRACTURE OE THE AMERtCAN_SYSTEM: Peals with the growing sectionalism
and divisiveness in American politiCal and economic life which fiflally
culminated in the election of 1860, the secesston of theConfederacY,
and the American Civil War.
WE MOVE, TO TOWN IN_AMERICA. A soctal and economic study concentrating
on the rise of American industry during and following the Civil War, the
settlement of the "last West", and the rapid urbanization wh'ich characterized
American society in the late 19th century.

;7

I

WE LEARN TO LIVEAN'TOWN. Conenlrates on the politiCal unrest and Social.
adjustments. accompanying therapid -urbantzation, industrialization, and
agricultural-revolutichi-of the late.19thcentury,

ImaNtE ABROW Concentrates on American foreign,policy.of the:19th and

.

.

Includes extended inquiry into America's imperial-adventures,
20th.Century.
her participation in the E0ropean Politics- of World War 4 and its aftermath.
I

THE AGE OF PROGRESS CATCHES UP WITH OS. A studY of the economic change
and Collapse in the61920's and 1930's. Also focuses on the dramatic changes
which,aCcompanied the New Deal,
(

THE WORLD COMES TO-LIVE-WITH US. Deals-with American isola,loOism of the
19'3W-s, Jorld Wark IIe and American international posture sihce WOrld

'

War II.

,THE END Of AMERICAN INNOCENCE.
A study of social 'and economiccooditions,:
problems 4nd prospects as they relate.to increased urbanization, the,B1.ack
quest fbr equality, environmental quality, etc. Problems or situations for
consideratidn in-depth might:be selected jointly by,teachers and-students.

Thematic Annroach

WHAT IS THIS NEW MAN:THIS'AMERICAN? Ao examination of what makes Americans
"different" from other peopleS. What'are thecharacteristics of Americans,
.and- what are the sources of these characteristics?
WHAT ISsA.GOOD GOVERNMENT? An comparAive analYsis.of various theories
What are the aims of government? Havethey changed,
of Amei-ican government.
or do they change, and how do these theories'relate to those aims?
WHAT IS THE GOOD SOCIETY? An examination of conflicting theorie (and
practices) of social ukanization in American. What is the ideal society?
For whom? Have our idea's of the "good society" changed over time?
do these various social theories operate? How close do they come t10 the
ideal?

HISTORY:
UNCOVERING, NOT COVERING.
(1) An ,historical investigation - t e
history of a town, county,--building, institution, or incident that
_involves original historical research -- preferably-local research... May

be class or individual project, or a larbe classyroject wtth yarious
individual projects included.
C2) An Rxaminatkin of how historians have
treated a particular event, individual, or institution in our past and:an
analysis of why "history chariges."WHO ON EARTH ARE WE?_ An examination of the various racial and ethnic groups.
Emphasis should be On.the ititerrelationships
that make up American Society.
among groups at various times in American history.

.

Students
The process of state and national gOvernment.
HOW DO WE DO
mi2ht examine the process of government by looking at how the various branches
and levels of government deal, with an issue of-public concern.- Under no
circumstances should this be a static examination of the forms of gavernments
at state and federal levels.
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ECONOMIC 0EVELORIENT. ,what is -economicdevelopment?- How does it ocduA
How has it occurred in the United States? --- This unit might be modeled
.on.ROstow's format of economic development with some comparison and con,
stract between ;state and nation.
.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

MHAT IS THE -GOOD ECONOMY? . Examination,of various-theories of lhat the

goOd:economy iS from'.Oonflicts between Hamiltonians and Jeffer qnians,
Debs-, the New Deal economistS, to the present. 'Analysiji, of throlalms of ,
.' conflicting economictheories and their influence on trAmerica. economics
sySte-m.

.

0$ AND THEM:. UNITED STATES FOREIGN,RELATIONS. what is foreign policy
and who makes it? 'What has been the pattern of United States relations-with
How are foreign
'other nations? _How has- this pattern.been established?
policy postures and decisions related tO.internal affairs ill- the United:,
States?
URB.AND SUBURB. An examination of the causes and consequences of the
urban Migration in the United. States. Might well*Ibe focusedon thosé
oausev and consequences as they reTate to a paTticular city in florth Carolina.-

GRADE X

XII:

WORLD STUDIES

The World Studies program for the tenth 4nd el6enth grades 'offers the
students:an opportunity,to expand their conceptual baog*ounds. .Having-already
- exampled relevant social science concepts ahd generaltiations in'the contekt of
,regiOnal:stUdies in grades 4-7, and having looked with conSiderable depth into the
.co-ordinated study of state and nation, the student is now ready to- build upcin this
,foundation with in-depth studies of people, culture, and change as these .concepts
Thil conceptual interaction
interact in human sodeties thrOughout the wdrld.
'can be developed in a nuMber, of ways .depending upon organ4zing,generalizations used
.and the.specifiecontent selected.
4

5

The disciplines of history, Sociology, anthropology, economIcs and political
science will be Applied to the study of cultures of Atia,,Africa4=Latin,America
.and EurOpe. Utilizing methods and findings from each of these disciplines,-students,
-will examine-the various processes thrOugh which people satisfy the goals of their
'society. 'Thé,operation of the distinguishing characteristics found within each of
the cultures studied will,be examined through-the eyes of the people of these
cultures as expressed in their literature, art,architecture, mUtic and philosophy.
Regardless of the_ organizational.patterm uted, the World Studies program'
should focus on the caUse and;effect.relationships that bringabout the transformation:of socieites. Within this framework,individual courses.or units of study
may-take the fOrm of intensive inouiry'into concepts essential to the understanding
of specific cultureS, a..comparatiVe analysis of Jastituttons, or studies. centered
around relevant cross-cultural concftitS. Studiesstructured in this manner will
enable,students to broaden theirAnowledge and' understanding of people of other,
also prdvides additional
Thi
culture% and the vanious patterns of societal change.
opportunities for students to deirelop intellectual skills which wilr enable them
to View-intelligently themorld in,which they live and to make reasoned judgments
about- the future.
,

Following are.exam let of several patterns that might be used in. organizing'
content for the World Studf$ program:- -

/

CULTURE AREA STUD ES

Pattern 1:

Eas,ttrriCUTtures

Tenth Grade:
Eleventh Grade:

:CULTURE AREA STUDIES

.....ne yar coursts),

Western CultUres
Patttrn II:-

nine week' :r semesier cTrses

ConfUcian'Theught and Development,in East Asia
Reots of Conflict fn. Western.Asia
Emergenceofjelodern Africa
Formation of WesternPolitical Though_
Western Society:
Technologital Development in:the West
Western Cultural influences in Sou,th Amerfca
The Way of Life 'in-SOuth ASia
.

--

THEMATIC STUDIES ,(nine week or semes er.cPurses,

'Man and His Re(ationship-God
Man and HiS.Relations_hiR tovernment
Man.apd_His-RelatiOn§hip co. Other Men.
Man:$ Relationship to;-Htis Environment
Man AtteMpts,to-Understand HiMself
'Man in Modern Phildscophi.cal Thought

Man Meeting-Hisjhysical Needs'

nlan in.theTuture
kCOMPARATIVE' WORLD'STUDIES (semester CoOrses)

Comparative Cultures
=Comparative World Religions
Comparative.Political Systems
Comparative Economic- Systems
Contemporary,World ProblemsSeminar:

'.GRADES:X

,1I:

UNITED STATES STUDIES

_In the-Unitea States Studies program at the senior high level, students will
concentrate:on-various aspectS of contempcwary American society.: Areas of concentration at thisiewl 'should be made useful to both terminal students and
those,Ao'will. seek further acadeMic training.
..the Lnited States Studies program builds on the historical ,foundatiOns laid
in the eighth and nihth grade study of United States and North Carolina Heritage.
'Using content dealing with contemporary developments,-studefits will be able to
reinforce:and extend-the knowledge and skills introduced earlier in the K-12 program.
While recent United States history should be an area of major concern, the wellbalaned Program will give equal emphasis to studies based on the disciplines of
econdmits, political science,-and,sociology.
,

Wi.thin the total Uniled_States'Studies program, there might be one, few,
my separate courses ddpending upon the plan of organization and scheduling usedin the school.
The program may be organized to zllowstudents, within certain
lipitatfons.,,to concentrate upon those areas.of the social Studies which they find
mostjiseful and interesting. Whatever the,number of courses offered, the curriculum

.

-ase. Whole should be balanced So that one social science discipline:does not assuMe
Skill An usihg the concePts:unique to 'cill diciplines:
- aseendency over all others.
is esSentjal .te understanding our kald and the peopreiin,it. 'ImprogramS
thereright
be several-ceurses Which
inclUdino
a largenuMber
of offerings,
.
-- however,_,
Concentrateon a single. discipline (e.g.; Consumer,Ec nomic, -Contemporary EcOnomic
Problems, and introductory Economics). 'Just as the school,balances its curriculum,
Hse should individual Students be encouraged to select a program of studies whiCh
includes courses emphasizing several different sbcial Science disciplines.'

-_-_

.

_

_
Following.re Several gAmalls_of courseS that'might be offered
.

.

.

.

-

within the

,

_n ted' States- Studies program,

How can'18th-century
CONTEMPORARY PROBLEMS IN AMERICAN GOVERNMENT.
political instltutionstfill the needs of modern society?
THE ECONOMY OF MODERN AMERICA, This coUrse will deal with eConomic probl
such as market weakness, inflation and deftation;*vernmental intervention,
and patternsof consuMption.
.

-

This. courseLwill look at American
THE URBAN GEOGRAPHY OF MODERN AMERICAcities;what they-are; what they do; why they exist; hoW they can be altered.
Inithis courSe, students will examine
CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY.
the nature of foreign policy decisfon. making; the idternal pressures,which
affect foreign policsy; and some,of critical foreign !polity:decisions facing
_the U. S. -today.

THE CHANGING SOCIAL STRUCTURE OF MODERN AMERICA, ThAs study will_ emphasize
women,
the changing role,stat6S, and,function of various American groupS:
the family, religious and edu6atIona1 groups, and otihert,
k
RECENT AMERICAN.HISTORY (1945-PRESENT ). An historici study of the maj r
itical, economic, and social trends of the last*a ter century.

MINORITY GRoUpS IN MODERN AMERICA., Racial, ethnic; andnational minoriti s
intheir changing role and status will be examined.
In ihis. study stUdents will concentrate
LAW AND JUSTICE IN MODERN AMERICA.
on issues relating te individual- 'freedoms and the legal demands of organized
society.
THE i FLUENCE OF .MASS -MEDIA IN AMERICAN DEMOCRACY. /This course.will examine
How news andLopinion are gathered and
the pipelineS to the Americal-mind."
disseminated; the conflicting prpcsures on.news medpa; and how public opinions
are formed.,

THE CHOICES WE MAKE. What economic choices are available
.tothe American consUmer? How are these Choices.arrived at? What choices can cbnsumers make?
and shbuld

=CONSUMER ECONOMICS:
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DEVELOPMENT OF SOC AL STUDIES SKILLS

,The systematic and sequential development of skillsis,Of utmost importance j
in social studies AnstructiOn. Skills are tools for learning and when inadequately
developed will tend to limit intellectual growth.
.

Skill development should not be viewed -as being incidental to other kinds
of social studies learning.' Nor should it be assumed that students have mastered
kgiven skill merely because lt was-taught in a particular Unit of study or *at a
.given grade level. Skill implies proficiency -- the capability of :doing something
well.
Theattainment of proficiency in performing .a given' task is not an automatic
Trocess. Mastery of skills comes as a result of practitp and continued use and
.

refinement.

f students are to attaino
e skillsjlecessary for social inquiry and'rational
decision)-making, these skills must:be- clearly identified and sequentially developed
throughbut the instructional program. Additionally, the inSt'ructional plan must
provide opportunities for students to systematically prattiCe, al:4)1Y, and refine
those skills whith are to be mastered. -

Practice, as it relates to skAll development in social studies
implies more
than drill orthe repetition of a particular response, DverAnd over in exactly the
same manner.
Skills are interrelated with acquisition orknowleoge and the develop-.
ment of:attitudes.
Consequently, social studies skills are More-effectively learned
when pr4Cticed withintheir functional setting, i.p in the context of situations
jn which such.skills mUst be applied either for aCquiring nepded information
-resolving A recognized problem, deciAing upon a feasible course of action, or for
attaining a stated goal,
if students are to gain facility.in the use of various
social studies skills, instructional activities designed specifically for this
purpose must be sequentially structured both within eaCK grade arid from grade to
grade,d1(-12.: The instructional sequence for each skill to.be taught should include
theqwesentation of a model of the use of the skill, (2).several oppertunitles
for pupils to work through .the precess under careful teacher guidance, and (34t6n-,
tinued opportunities for additional 'practice involving usebf increasingly complex
variations of the skill within a variety-offunctional settings.
Following is an
example of how this procedur might be applied'for the deVelopment of a particular
social studies skill:
.

Some of the skills that pupilS,should,acqui-e as a reSult of
social studies instruction are the\abilities to identify, define,
and suggest ways of solving,problemS. in grades K-3 certain
elements of these skills,can be taught within the context-of
studies,00ncerned with home!, school, and communities.
Several of
the units-at this level generally ihvolve studies of how:people
in different environments resolve the problem of providing for basic
human needs.
In the initial ttudy--the term "human needs" must be
defined. Once this is understoOd, th basic itsue with which pupils
are concerned,is how'do the 'partiCular people being studied secure
the things they need. Students May th n generate a number of hypotheses (guesses based on former knowled e or reasoning) as to what.
these people might do to get food, clot ing, and housing. At-this
point the teacher might provide pictures a filmstrip, or tell
,story which provides the additional info mation necesstary for
ing
the validity of the hypotheses'stated. T rough studies of oth
peoPle living in a variety of environment 1 settings,'stOents in
the primary grades may be given numerous o-portunities to practice
.

1$

stating and-defining problems, clarifying terms, and formulating
hypotheses.
Within .the context of regtenalstudies.in 'grades 4-7, studl ts
may be confronted with the- prOblemof two groups of people wha Ave
fm the same geograOhiClocale butbehave quite differently. .PupTls
recognize that-this conflictSwitwhat they-have previously assumed
about the relationship' between peOple and their environment.
The 7.
uestion posed 1S: "_Why do theSe groups use the same earth,w1(':e
ifferently?" PUpils-are now aware that evidently there, are factors other
than 'eAvironment thatJhfluence human behavior.,. They formulateseveral
jiypOtheses, eaCh-serving to explain the behavioral Offereneet observed.
Onlike in the earlier grade,-the-teacher does not provide the source'
'ofinforMation needed.
Rather, pupils are asked: "How can we find
out if.bar statementS,are true?" At this level, pupils are dapable
of-planning a method or cOurse of action-for testing hypotheses: ,They
might first suggest-that. they could interview soMeone who belonged to
the groUps being studied. Afsuch persons are not available (or if
-

,

,

the- information_received does. not adequately answer all-of the
Oestions raised). students may decide that.they should look for othe-0Orces.ofinforMation -- bdoks, magazines pictures, films, etc.
-..2.

_

.

_.

s

,

ThrougnOut the middle grades and at the- junior and senior high
vels
within the. Context of a variety of contentlareas), pupils c,gpiñue
to learn, practice, and combine and Variou"Skill elements ne must
useAn- identifying, defining, and suggesting: wayt of solvi g problems. ,
,

While the preceding example may appearoverly simpli
reit does illustrate
several procedures which are fundamental-to the teaching-larning process in
skill developMent: -.modeling, practicing, combining, and c ntlnu us application
within a functienal Setting.
There are:basically two_ tyPes of social studies skills:
academic (intellectual)
skills and social $kills. The academic skills of major concern'to teachers of
social studies,are those intellectuaLoperations assoclated with a scientific
approach to scicial inquiry.
These fnelude the ability to identify, define, and
state problems; formulate hypotheses; plan appropriate methods for testing stated
hypotheses;
locate, organize, ancilliterpret information; a ess the appropriafe6ess
and limitations of data and sources of dafa; evaluate the ac.racy of hypotheses
based on data; report findings; and draw valid cenclusiOns
octal skills include
those techniques and abilities that one useS in managin' inhsersonal and intergroup relations
being sensitive to the feelings of otheeipeople and participating effectively in groUp activities.

As noted in theexample of skill development, each ofIthe
jor social studies
skills is developed through mastery of a number Of related and
ss.coniplex
performance tasks. A list of the skills involved is preVided in the chart on
.pages 19-23.
Betause pupils differ- both in-their abilities.and the4 readiness
to-undertake -certain learning tasks,(the chart does not designate a specific grade
, in which each of the skills is to be introduced.
Rather,Lit is organized so.'
as to_ sUggest a twd-to-four year-span,(K-3, 4-7, 8-9, 10-12) within whicn most
-children are able to attain a minimal level of proficiency in performing,the
Oarticutar task specified.
It should be noted that by the end. of the ninth grade,
students should have acquired some facility in all of the skill areas listed.
.

-

SEQUENTIAL DEVELOPMENT,OFSKILLS

a
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THE-STUDENT IS ABLE TO IDENTIFY AND
DEFINE PROBLEMS AND SUGGEST WAYS OF
SOLVING THEM.
1.
'2.

Is alert to incongruities andrecognizes problems
Defines Problems
a.
Defines terms
Ai.
Defines 'problems by isolating
the,basic isSue
.c.
Identifies basic assumptions
d.
Identifies value-conflicts
Sets dp hypotheses and/or alternatiVe courses of action
a.
Sets up hypotheses
b.
Refines hypotheses by defining
terms
c.
Deduces possible consequences
or if-then'statements from
hypotheses
d.
Sets up experiments or figures
out some appropriate technique
for testing his hypotheses
e.
Considers poSsible consequences
of alternatiye courses of actiOn
.

X

7HE STUDENT IS ABLE TO LOCATE INFORMATION
I.

1.

Chooses appropriate reference books
and sources to locate information
a.
Uses newspapers and current magao.
c.

zines
Uses ,fficyabpedias

Uses different types of atlases'
Uses almanacs
e.
Uses dictionaries 'and glossaries
Uses specialized statistical
references
LoCates books related to the subject
Locates.magazines and periodicals
Uses card catalogue to locate books
(and other materials) related to
the topic
Uses Reader's Guide to locate
information
d.

X

X

X

2'.
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6.

La.cates information by using the
table of conteots in,books
Locates information by using the
index in books
Chooses appropriate pictures for .
attaining information

THE STUDENT iS, ABLE TO GATHER. INFORMATION
1.

Uses sub-quest- ons or predicted
consequences o hypotheses to
guide.him in co lecting.Televant
'data

Uses a variety of sources for
-information
interprets tables
charts

grabhs, and

Interprets pictographs
Interprets bar graphs, line
graphs,-and circle (pie
graphs
c.
Draws inferences from tables,
graphs, and charts%
Collects and records information
4.
b.

g-ained through fi!eld _trips

Collects and records information
gained through interviews
6.
Gains information by studying
pictures and films
7.
Gains'information by observing
the sUrrounding environment
8.
Uses_ simple sampling techniques
a.
Develops questionnaires
b.
Makes a survey
9.
Uses-Inodels.to help analyze data
10.
Reads for main ideas
1L 'Reads for detail's12.
Takes notes on reading
13.
Gains information-from listening
a,
Gairm information by' listening
for main ideas and-details
14.
Gains information by cohducting or
observing simple experiments
5.

-

,

;

D.

THE STUDENT IS ABLE TO EVALUATE
TION AND SOURCES OF INFORMATION

NFORMA-

DisOnguishes between relevant
ri&irrelevant,information

21
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- 12

Checks on the bias-of authors or
-,bther sources-of information
Uffferentiates fatt from .opin on
a;
.

b.
,

c.
d.

e.

Checks data agains.t own- back
X

ground of facts
Identifies emotional words,
betects eitidence of propaganda
Evaluates speaker's qualifica-

X

ttons

Distinguishes betweenjactS, inferencesi'estimates,.aridIvaluejudg-'

-

'merits

-Identifies-and e0minesassumpktions
Checks pn -...ampleteness of data and

:questions generalizations based on
.insufficientevidence
5; 'Detects inconsistencies

THE STUDENT IS.ABLE TO ORGANrZE AND-,
ANALYZE INFORpTION AND.DRAN CONCLUSIONS
Places ideas in order=
2.' $eletts appropriate-titles,
3.
Identifies_differences\and similari',,
ties-in data
Classifies .or categorizes data
'41:
5.
Identifies cause and effect.
relationships
6. -Applies previously-learned concepts,
and'generalilations to new data 'or
new situations
Draws inferences from data
Uses simple- matheMatical_and statist4cal devices to-analyze data
9.
Develops-Aharts and graphs to clarify
data and,ideaS-.or to-aid in the
analysis of data:,
10. Tests, refines, and eliminates
hypotheses and works out new ones
where necessary
a.
Tests, hypotheses against data
-1.

.

,

X
X

Generaliies frm data
RevjseS generalizations in the light

1.1.

12.
,

"14'.'
%-15.

X

of new, data

X

'Defines and introduces topic
Presents conflicting views and
stateMents
Summarizes materials

2 6

-Chetics reasoning against'basic

16

_principles-of logicandlooki
fbr incensi$tenCies, limitations
17

ef-data and- irtelevincie$
-*Scrutini4es pbssibittensequences
of.alternative courses Of action,
e4aluates them in light of besiC
-values, lists argumentsfor and
against such proposals and selects
course ef action most likely to
achieve goals
.

THE STUDENT IS ABLE-TO, USE:EFFECTIVB
GEOGRAPHIC SKILLS
1.- Has a sense of distance and area
Compares distance and area
a.
Compares areas with- known areas
b.
.Has a senSe of direction
2
Knows cardinal.directions
a.
..

b, Knows:intermediate directions
Interprets-maps.
Locates places-on maps or globe:
.Interprets map symobis in terms
b.
of legend.
a.

c..

d.

e.

InterpretscontoUrlines en maps
Interprets isometric lines in
terms of map legendTells dftections from maps and
gl obes

(1)--Ledafesplaces on maps and:
globes
(2) Uses meridians and. parallels
to identify.directiens .on maps
(3) Orients map to the North
Uses map scales to estimate distances
Uses system of parallels to
identify relative distance from
equator
Identtfies distortions on-mopsh.
i. j)raws. inferences from maps
Makes siMple map plan
:Develops a -systeM bf regtons to
fit a particular purpose
Vses atlas index and-global grid
to locate places.
Makes maps to depict information in
:

.

6

7.

order teidentify patterns inClata
B.

Draws inferences :from a comparison
of,gifferent mop patterns of gthesaMt4area_
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THE STUDENT HAS A WELL-DEVELOPED SENSE
OF TIME
1.

Diffe'rentiates between past,
-present, and.future
aiderstands measured periods of
time such as decade and century
Interprets time lines

d= Uses time lines
Makes Mine lines
Looks for relationships among events
which occur'in different places
b.

X

THE STUDENT IS ABLE.TO-PARTICIPATE
EFFECTIVELY IN-GROUP ACTIVITIES
,

1.

AI

in fair play by following
establlshed rules'
Withholds Judgment -until the -facts
'are'known'
-Participates in .group planning- and.
discussion
,Listent.tO reason'
,Eimpigt

X

-Recognizesthat others may have a
:different point of yiew
Initiates ibeas
.includes'newcoMers tn group
activities
Assumes responsibility for carrying
but assigned tasks
Anticipates consequences of group
.

action'
10.

Suggests-ways- of 'resolving group
differences

11.
12.

Suggests Means of group evaTuation
Follows democratic procedures in\helping to make group- decisions

THE STUDENT IS SENSITIVE TO THE FEELINGS
OF OTHERS
1.

3.
A.-

5.

Observes the actions of others
ObJectiv6ly assesses the reactiOns
of other people to one's own behavior.
Is attentive to situational as wellas_personal causes of conflict
GiVes.construCtive crtticism
RecognizeS and avoids negative
stereotyping

X

X

X
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CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

_Major condepts drawn froM anthropology, economics, geography,.history,
political sctence, and-Sociology form the cone-of the North Carolina Social. Studiet
CurrituluM. 'The concepts selected have been:designated by various scholars as
being essentil elements 6f-history -and the social sciences. -Additionally, they
provide a logicat.structure for the' study Of "people," -"culture," and "change".7-,1i,e., how human beings, individually.and eollective)y, affect and.are affeated bythe phenomena. of-culture End change...

i

,

..This conceptual framewerk provides a K-12.Currieulum:Cansisting of selected
concepts and related generalizations which have been' arranged in-a. hierarch-Warder approxiMating-staget of pupil-cognitive growth and:development, -This
framework should,serve-as a guidefor teachers and curriculum coordinators in
selecting.and organizing social Studies _content and in Clarifying inStructional
,

.

'goals.

Concepts.

The. term "concepr as used-herein is defined as
the mental image that a
personlias of A class_or'group,of objects or phenomena having' certain qualities
or characteristics in common,'"
Such,mental images cannot:be "given" to students..
Rather,.they develop out'of the child's own experience and continUally change as
the child-matures and accumulates more experiences
either directly or vicariously.
In essence, concepts provide alogical StruCtureror aciassificatfon system that
. an individual uses for making Meaning of experiences.They help simplify andgive order to the enVironment. The eitent.to which one's concepts provide anaccurate representation of reality and a sound basis for theformation of insight
and situation analySis is dependent to a large extent.upon one's knowledge and
'prior -related experiences. .For this reaton, the-instructional' program must include
content and learning activities of sufficient variety-to provide the inforMatiOn
and experiences necessary for pupils_ to achieve a broad meaning of the selected con.

.

cepts.

The concepts interporated within this K-12 curriculum framework vary considerably- in,terMs of abstraction- and complexity.
Many concepts in koclal studies
:refer toclasses .of physical or material -objects. (mountain, river,,plateau); others
refer,to mere abstract ways,of thinking about non-material phenomena or attitudes
(political system, jUstice, liberty), A given coneept may' include a number of
other related concepts, or.it may constitute only a part of a much largerconcept.,
For example, in order to develop a valid concept of 'political system," one must
-also have .An understandfngof such concepts as "leadership," "decision-makin' -""citizenship," "power," "rights,
responsibilities," ahd so- on.
Figures'', J1, III, and Ikt. provide jraphic representations of the\conceptS,
"people," "culture," anc""change" as they are Used to structure the curriculum.
.

Figure 1
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,FIGURE_II
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FIGURE IV

brinterpreting the foregoing diagrams, there.are two factors- that should be
First, words in and
themselves are not concepts. Verbal syrpbols

enphasized.

serve-only es labels-W57.-concepts, and-as such nrovl-di a useful means for communi-

Wing kset or body of related ideast Secondly, concept labels, at test, are

-

imprecise. They do not elicit the same mental images for every person. The
meaning thet a particular concept -label has for any individual is largely dependent
upon previous learnings and experiences. Thus, for instructional purpose t
concept charts' for peopte, cuLtwLe, and change may be expanded to include
merous
concepts which, though implied, have not been specifically labeled in the diagrams.

-

For example, included in_the conoept cuLtwrz-are a number, of related concepts
which have been latleled canditLonenz. One of the cultural conditioners given is

that of tocatton. For both -curriculum and inttructional 'plarining, the conceptual
diagram for geogn.aphic oca.tion Tight be expanded as- follows:

copmunications

association

artifi ci al features

Poncept Statements and Generalizations
*AN,

A generalfzatiqn is a statement that shows a relationship between br among
concepts.
It-represents an attempt to derive a"general principle from specific
examples.
All generalizations are not valid nor are they necessarily Predictive
of the future. -They do, however, prOvide Meaningful hypotheses which may be
tested through an examination of specific instances or examples of the concepts
involved. The following statement is illustrative of a generalization that states
a realtionship between the concepts basic needi, environment, and technology.
.Now people seek to satisfy basic needs is partially determined by their geographic
environment and the'level of technology they have acquired."
-.

Generalizations, like concepts, differ in levels of.abstraction and complexity
Thus, for pUrposes of curriculum building,, a distinction has been made between
lower and higher order generalizatiOns by arbitrarily designating the former as
understandings.
The term generalization as used in the conceptual framework is defined ,as a statement of relationships between concepts,
(See examples on the
next page of concepts and generalizations.from the North Carolina conceptual framework.
Different content or alternative sets of'facts may be used for developing the
-same concept or general idea.
Concepts should be studied redetitively throughout
the curriculum.
Extensive repetition in regard to content, however, is neither
necessary nor desirable'. Selective sampling rather than coverage should be the rule
applied in determining what factua'L data will be used to develop specific concepts
at a given grade level_

The chart on the following page provides an illustration of therelattonship
between concepts, generalizations, and specific content.
(The chart provides only a
skeletal outlipe,of the actual content that might be included.) In the diagram,
these four erements of knowledge are ordered in the sequence by wKich they are.
_generally developed by students,
proceeding from content or factual data
(the lowest level of knowledge) to general principles or generalizations. In planning
curriculdm or instructional units, however, these procedural steps arv,reversed.
Ohe must of necessity start with the broad conceptual area to be emphasized (people
cultur'e, or change), determine which 'of the generalizations will be used as the
organizattpnal theme, decide on the ?Vecific conceptiond understandings toward
which the study should aim, and then select specific ,&3ntent which not only illugtrates
the concepts and understandings used, but also is appropriate for the age and grade
level for which the study is intended.
.Tbe'-curriculuuCit organized around nine concept statemerits-7 FOlpwing is a brief
discutsion Of the nine :statements that serve as threads throughoutthe curriculum.
A.sequential ordering of-generalizations:related to each'of theSe, statethents-is given.
op pages
.1

Each perspn is a unique being and while each individual is uni ue in some ways,
reater simi arities exist amon t
es.
e uniqueness o in ivi ua s resu
rom t
act
no two people pp earth are
biologically the same, nor have they shared an identical total environment. -Yet,
despite individual differences, mankind is remarkably similar in many respects. All
human beings exhibit emotions of anger; fear, sorrow, love, and hatted. Regardless
of race or ethni7c origin, all people have certain comthon physical and psychological needs
all people require food, air, shelter, water, and.protection for their survival;
I.

.

'CULTURE AND CHANGE

1
CONCEFT'STATEYENT

Cuttures change as a result of alterations in traditional patterns

cadsed by:geographic, economic,. social

and political transformation,

coNcEPTs

'Culture Traits (Custom, Law)

CultureDiffusion

Culture Transmission

,

GENERALIZATIONS

All cultures have

Culture is learned.

When different cul

Cultures change in

certain distinctive

When people move to

tures come into

varying degrees whenl

ways of doing

a new place they

close contact

=they come in contact

things,

take thelr culture

changes in group

with other cultures!

(customs and'Ways.of

living patterns are

doing things) with them,

inevitahle

,

,

C NTENT

air~MillipmmoLftrl~:
,

Latin America

United States

SkIlls and customs of selected, groups of

Skills and customof Early Indians of

Early North American Indians.

Mexico!

'

Skills and customs European set

Skills and customs Spanish settlers brought

.rs brought

with thetto Mexico,'

with them to the New World
OR

Skills and custOms Europeans adopted from the

//Skills and customs the Spaniards adopted

IndiFans, (and why).

from Indians (and why).

Skills and customs the Indians adopted from

Skills and customs Indians in Mexico adopted

4ropeans (and why);

from the Spanish (and 'Ihy).

human beings, in general,nave acquired the need for self expression', affection and
interaction with other Kinn beings-.
Because of these basic human needs, people, with few expection, cannot exist adequately by themselves--consequently, they-live in groups with other people for
In devising patterns for group
their own physical and psychological well-being.
living, various groups or societies of people have created their own distinctive
culture (patterns of learned behavior

'-

'An examination of the growth and development of various cultures reveals the
basis for people's pre-eminence over other creatures of the earth--the endless capInventiveness and the capacity-to learn are characterisacity to invent-and learn.
tics common to all of mankind. As a result of this ability to invent and to accumulate and transmit knowledge, people have created for themselves an environment quite
unlike that provided by nature.

Human behavior and culture are inextricably intertwinedculture is a product
of people's inVentiveness, yet,iat the same time, it greatly influences a person's
thoughts, beliefs, and actions.
Cultural heritage ds not the- sole-determinant of people's actions, although it
May to a great extent-explain their habits or tendencies:to behave in a certain manner-.
Rarely, if ever, can the actual behavior of an individual at, group be explained in
terms of a single phenomenon. Ihe behavior' of an-individual at agiven time.is
affected by one's, physiological and emotional state, the intensity of one's drives
or motivations, as well as by the particular external circumstances and-social presConsequently,.in any analysis of human behavior,
sures with which he is confronted.
-the concept of multiple causation must be applied.

ihPAn_1?-Y. the_
The develoiment of_the culture of any society
n
which
the_
societfinds
itself.
hiCal Settin
position (specific longitudinal and
1
Every place may be described in terms of:
latitudinaj referents); (2) situation (relationship to otherplaces in terms of
distance, direction, and time; and -(3) site (elevation, landforms, climate, resources,
etc.).. The significane of location for a particular society or region, is dependent
upon cultural developments both within and outside that society or region.

Phenomena are not distributed equally'over the earth's surface.- This geographic
=variability has been a major factor contributing to the development of diverse culWhile nature may determine the quantity and
tural patterns among human societies.
quality of resources available in a given area, it is people mho determine when and
Mere presence of earth materials does not guarantee their
how they shall be used.
Earth materials become resources only when people perceive them as such and
use.
develops the skills necessary for their use. Thus, as a result of cultural differences, people may use similarly endowed physical environments in significantly
different ways.
The spatial distribution of natural and cultural phenomena has caused human
society to move from isolated self-sufficient communities toward an interdependent
whole. Ihe development and ever-changing patterns of functional relationships
between different areas of-tne world have linked,c6untless human settlements
Thus, the increasing interdependence of mankind has
together in a variety, of ways.
resulted in a corresponding increase in cultural diffusion and significance of
relative location.
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111. .While-wa.--s 6f liViro differ from_ one_culture to_another, all Cultures
have $001e_ ComMoocharactertstics eultUral universals
All.cultures have -roduced
,--arti:,-adis an ._Ins-.1AJ-ifens_w_ic- serve, preservei:an_ transm_t t:it cu_ture.
A .CdIture coriShts of the Shared meanings ihd values that.the members Of any group
.

hold in comMOn--this includes their artifacts, institutionsiand learned patterns of
.behavior..

CultUre is_a human inVentioo'which evolved Out ofthe need for organized'
patterns OfgroUp living. Cultural differences observed among humah societies .may.be
viewed-as- the cumulative product ormass human response and learning under diverse
-geographical and social circumstances.
.

.

is-tAsUrvive, a society must deVise-4some means for satitfying the basic
_human reqUirements of its members, for-resolVing potftitial Conflict,-and for encOlturat--ing new members either.born or,moVing into thesociety. Consequently, while specific
cultural traits.differ widely from one_societY to another, every human society has
developed (1) basic 'rules of moral conduct that.all of its members, are expected to
follow, (religious and value-belief-systems),'(2) a recognized means of exe6ising
authority4political system),--(3) a Rystemfor the production and distribution of goods
and services-(economic:system), (4) a communication,system (langOage), and
'-(5) social groupings (families, communities, etc.) which facilitate the transmission of
Cplture and- the attainment of bask- physical and psychological humao needs
.

_IV.
The olitical s stem is the áuthoritativeallocator---the mechanismb whi h
societ- final] and u timate
.eci'es w ic interests
oals a d wants shall be enorce on an in societ
The policital system is that part of the society that Makes binding decisions .for
the whole of society--this includes formal agencies of government and actual decisionmakers both within'and outside the formal political structure.

PolitiCal systems exist in every humam society. They differ considerably,
however, in terms of organizational structure, the values they seek to enforce, the
actual power or authority they are able to exert over the people they govern, and
their ability to protectthe society from all other-societies.
Political concept's
such as,-;individual freedom, rights, and obligations are Culturally defioed--they may
held qrnerent meahings and be differentially applied in different societies as well
as within-the same society. Differences in the Structure and power of political
systems result from differences in the economic, social, geographic, and philosophical forces operating within the various societies.
Political power is not' evenly distributed among all members of any society.
In-every society there are some individualS or groups who play a more active and
significant role in the political proceSs than others. -The distribution of power
within human groups is. affected 6y the distribution of resources and skills, individual
and grOup motivation, and access to the actual political decision-makers.

The contrast between democratic political systems may be viewed as a conflict
to basic underlying values.
Democracy as a political form is based upon the general
assumption that the majority-of citizens' are entitled tomake,the choice as to what
is best for the society--thus, all forms of political participation are
open to a
greater number of people than that generally found in other types of political
systems.
In theory, every person withio a democractic society-has equal rights,
liberties, and protection under law. Maintenance of a democractic
system, however, is
dependent upon the efforts and quality of participation of the people--their willingness to ttudy issues, accept responsiblities accorded them as citizens
Additionally,
participatory citizenshivrequires that the individual must not only know 'hew to exer1 3
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-cise political options- but Must feel obligated to do so.

V.

tionb

and Consum
Ever-economic s stem involves the roduction distribution
certain
forms c
bssesseS
reiu
ar
t
es
whic
_make
ac
an service s.
oo

pre _ic -iom possi

all people
There are not enough resources to produce all the.goods and services
Thus,.every society must in some fashion resolve certain basic etongmic
want.
(1)-What and how much of .each- good and service shall we produce?
uestions:
(3) How much and in what way shall land
2) How -much shall be prodqcel in total?
and
capital be uSed for production? (4) How
(natural resources), Jabor, management,
thall these goods and servtces be diStributed.among the population?
Within and among societies there is a considerable Aack Of agreement as tO
econoMic goals, andJhe means for their attainment. Quite often there may exist
The alterqative
more than -one satisfactory solution to an edonomic problem.
society's
values
and
the
goals
and objectives,
selected-is often determined-by a
the
econdmic
output
of
a
nation
is affected
emanating therefrom. Ultimately,
productive
resources
(lahd,
labor,
.and capital
by the quantity and quality of its
goods),. its level of technology, and the'efficiency of its organizational structure.
Uneven distribution of the earth't materials and the need for human societies
to increase the quantity and quality of production have resulted in geographic,
occupational, and technological specialization. Specialization, in turn, has,increased
For this reason, economic concerns of bations in
the interdependence of mankind.
Mation
modern times have of necessity become global in scope--events occuring in one
population
explosiontechnolo'(famine, industrial expansion, resource development,
gical or scientific advances) May well have profound effects upon the decisiolls and
welfare of nations in many other parts of the world. Phenomena such as population
explosion, the revolution of rising expectations, and diminishing resources have
created a .gerater.need for decision-making on am international level ih order that
natural resources, capital goods, and ayailable human skills may be used for the
greatest benefit of mankind.
A private enterprise system such as that existing in the United States, it based
on the assumption that individuals have the right and should be accorded freedom to
seek edonomic gain with minimal goVernment interference. Some governmental regulation
is necessary, however, for the protection of public interest or the national economy
as a whole. :The queStioriS of what, how much, when, and by whom goods ond services
will be produced are tO a large extent answere 1Sy producers and consumers interacting in a free market.
stem of a societ %ia.es and exerts informal control
The value-belief
VI.
over tne Denavior of members ofthat societ
The e avior of in ivi_bals an_ groups is to a great extent influenced by the valuebelief system inherent in the particular culture to which they belong. Every society
has certain "rules of the gamestandards of ethicaT conduct and Soclal norms--to
which all of its member are expected to adhere.
.

Value-belief systems are not universally thesame. Various societies have_
evolved different beliefs concerning the Supernatural and the relationship- between
Concepts concerning the role of the individual in
supernatural powers and people.
Culture groups also differ in:
society vary considerably from one culture to another.
their assumptions of what is goodj what is had, what is socially acceptable and what

4i
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Behaviors cohsidered desirable in one cultural setting might well be deemed
inappropriate in another.
is not.

Withimea.ch society there are a number of smaller social units such as,social
<lasses, ratial and ethnic groups, voluntary associations. When the values and
beliefs held by Such groups are in conflict with those of,the larger culture social
problems:may result. -As the number of individuals varying from the social.norm
increases, geherallY there is-a corresponding increase ill social disorganization.

,

In order to secure social stability and unity, every society has established a
system of reWards and punishMentt it uses to enfdrce social-norms. To encourageAletirable behavior, public-esteem may .be bestowed upon individuals4Whose actions.emt/Ody- the values 'most prtzed by-the society; on the other hand, violators of certatn
social norms-may be subjected to public ridiCule, loss of social statUs, or actual
bodily harm. 'While specific techniques vary greatly from one society to another,
every society has negative and,positive sanction it uses for controlling the behavior
of its members.

All cultures are influenced b sast ex erience- valueS beliefs customs,
VII.
and traditions a e handed. down from one _leneration to another.
-Ali cultures' have-roots in the pat. Decisions made and institutions developed in
the remote past often-have great impact on present-day developments. The web of
customs, traditions, values and beliefs found within a given society is a result of
the past history of that society.
'Wfthin any society there .must be some degree of consistency if the society is
For this reason. every society has established
to continue to achieve its aiths.
Through various groups and institutions (family,
means for socializing its members.
.sch001,..chOrch, peer group) the society emdloys both formal and informal means fpr
transmitting cultural values to the young. Generally, the more complex the soci1ty,
the larger-the number of agencies And institutions employed to socialize its members.
In the process of socialization children internalize the expectations and values
of the society to Olich they belong--they begin to see themselves as others within the

society-teethem; they evaluate their appearance and behavior as they think others
-evaluate them and experience a sense of shame or pride as a result of this assessment.
A person is_a
Soci-alization occurs with adults as well as with young children.
flexible being and is-capable of learning approved ways of behaving in a variety-of
IsocietIes. Whenever an individual enters a new society and internalizes the expecta,
tions of that socIety, socialization takes place.

Culture chap-e_occurs continuouSlv and at an acceleratin
_ed.
It is
VIII.
ocess which ma be
endi ni on the
r- ective o
a neutra
fhe observer.
People are constantly having to adapt
Change has become a constant in modern society.
to-new pressures.
The nature, degree, and rate of change varies considerably from-onc;society to
anothel- and'within the, same society at different times in history. The speed, amount',
and direction of -chqnge within any society-is affected by the attitudes, values, and
basic interests of the society.
The material aspects of a culture 'Usually change more rapidly than the non-materiel
aspects. The phenomena is known as cultural lag.
Societies tend to aCcept technologica
chitnoPs, more readily than changes in their value system or sbcial
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changei in technology often result in the creation of social problems which_ can _be
.0
,resolved only by a change in. basic cultural institutigns and-values.

Change is not always universally welcomed, nor does it always affectall
A particular change may benefit some groups
segments of society in the same manner.
or individuals and not others; for some people it May representoprogress while for
others it may represent a. repudiation of time-tested and proven social patterns
and behaviors.

Cultures chan e as a result of alterations fn traditional patterns _caused
IX.
'eosraahic _economic, social an_ oliticat trensformation.
t_oug
e ra 6 an
6gree o_ c ange may
-:er, a
cu_tures experience change in
some form -- new people entering the society bring new ideas.with them; new inventions
may effect change in exfsting living and work patterns; floods,- earthquakes, erosion
end other'natural phenomena may effect change in the cultural site, .etc. Cultural
change occurs whenever there is variation in a giVen social pattern or a previous
-state of existence.
b

Factors influencing cultural change are generally complex in nature. Change may
result from systematic planning on the part of society's leaders or it may evolve
-through a chain of unforeseen events.
A change in the goals of one group may have
profound effect upon the economic and political activities of groups in surrounding
areas.
Changes in one aspect of a culture may force changes in other aspect* of:
the culture.
For exawle, discoveries of new resources or changes in technology maY
effect change in-a society's economic and social patterns; this, in turn, may
require .donge in the political system in order to prevent serious social disorganization

In:culturally pluralistic societies -- societies conisting of numerous and
-often widely diverse groups, each with its own set of values and expectations -change is inevitable.
Individuals in such societies belong to many different groups
and thus often acquire simultaneously different and sometiMes conflicting values which'
must be reminciled.
In reconciling value differenco cultural change takes place.
Culture change occurs whenever different culture groups come into close contact
and interact with one another. Only in isolation can a group maintain its culture
ic
relatively unchanged.

EACH PERSON IS A UNIQUE BEING, AND WHILE EACH INDIVIDUAL IS UNIQUE IN SOME WAYS,
GREATER SIMILARITIES EXIST AMONG PEOPLE THAN DISSIMILARITIES.
(PEOPLE - Needs, Capabilities, ROles
Institutions, Tronsmi.ssion, Modi
-a

Values nd Belie
on)

CULTURE - Conditioners,

Although others May appear different, we
need not reject them beCause of differencesEVery per$On is important as an individual
and has equal rights and libertieS.

unique in
Altnaugi every individual
same Ways, people are more, alike than
Human beings everywhere are
iifferent.
quite alike in general body appearance.

Every'human being has certain'basic needs.
Among these'are the need for food, clothing, shelter, and a feeling Of Security.
Individuals cooperate within the neighborcommunity in order tO satisfy
basic needs and wants.
hood ari
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Human beings may differ phySically, emotionally, and Secially (brothers and sisters are
different; members of the class are different; Children in families in other parts of
the world may look and act different, etc.)

,

The American Indians, the firSt European
settlers, and Africans who were brought
to America had the same basic needs as
people of today.
People of early days,
however, were more dependent upon the
natural environment for food and protection than are people of today.

A persOn's class status can affect "life
chances" for success.
Life chanceS inClUde
edUcation, health, income, oCcupation, life
expectancy, ete,
a

Basic human problems (needs) are somewhat
the same no matter where One lives.
How one seeks to satisfY basic needs is
partially determined by the geographic
environment and by the level of technology.
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How people satisfy their basic needs is
influenced by their values, ideals, and
social institutions as well as by their
environment.
(Many needs and wants are
culturally derived--people acquire and
create needs and assign worth to those
things which satisfy these needs or produce
the consequences they consider deOrable.)

Conflicts and inequities often result from
assigning values to particular categories
of differences--race, ethnic origin intelligence, hereditary social class, etc.

All people, regardless of where they live,
or to what race they belong have certain,
basic physicat and psychological needs.
Human beings everywhere have acquired the
need for affection and interaction with
other human beings; all human beings exhibit
tqe same kinds of emotionsanger, fear,
sorrow, love, hatred--although they May be
arosed by different things.

Each human society possesses its own distinctive culture
so that individuals within one society behave dfferently in some
significant respects from individoals in
every other society.

Human nature is basically similar throughout.the world. But humans take on the

The character of each individual
s unique
in that the total life
experiences of one
individual differs from that of all other
individuals.

tnaeacteritics of their cultureacquire
Its values, knowl edge, and skills. They
in turn modify that culture through their

cortrbutichs in technology, the arts, etc.

-

SoMe individual differences are att ibutable
to heredity;_SOme may be attributed to en'vironmental facterS.
Individuals within neilhborhoods-er communities may deVelop unique skills wh4Ch
they use for satisfying their needs and
wantS:

Although individuals have similar needs
and desires, the ways of meeting.theM
differ aCcording to the culture and
environment in .which they live.

An individual's benavior as 'a membpr of a

group is generally evaluated f9//rms of
-norms which are rules final;40avior that
'the group expects of SiZIT
r all of its
members in a specific situation within a
given range.

An indiYidual's perceptiOnS and behavior
are greatly influenCed by his cultUral
heritage, "Facts" in history are susceptible to yarying interf5reeation according
to the point of view of the historian or
Student of history.

Childre everywhere have the capacitylo
learn; hey continue to learn new Wings as
th'ey,grow older.

Individuals from varying backgrOundS
make contributions to the neighborhoOd
and comAunity.
IndividuAls in many communities are
actiVely involved irf trying to change
local conditions.

AS a result of contributiOns of people who
came from many parts of the werld, North
Carolina has developed economically and'
culturally, attaining newer and better ways
of living.
Many different groups of people have Contributed to the culture of our nation-Ameritan Indians, Europeans, Africans,
and Asians,
It As posSible for the individual to mere
Clearly see and ippreCiate cultureS other
than his own if
applies the principle
"cultbre relativi iY " (the realization that
any on& of Severa cultural practices may
satisfy the needs of a given society).
-,

Seleom, if ever, can human behavior be
attributed to a scrigle faCtor.
ConSequently, the concept of multiple causation is used in analyzing huMan behavior.

)

Because of ethnocentrism it is often difficult for a person to see another culture in
a valid perspective and with objectivity..

Behavioral patterns 'are learned.
The individual is a product of the past, of
family, and through them, of the human race.
Individual behavior can be evaluated in
terms of causes and in terms of the moral an
ethnical standards of the society to which
one belongs.

The laws, customs, sociarcodes, and institutions of a given cultural group provide a certain degree of predictability
in the behavior of members of that group.
The social behavior of individuals must
be distinguished from that of the cultural
group.
Mass habits or behavior norms-the most frequent behaviors or the
behaviors closest to the average among all
variables availablecannot account totally
for the behavior of individuals within that

One person's values and reactions may differ
from those of anOther age or time. How we
look at events is influenced by our past
experiences and cultural orientatiOn to
life.

Cultural institutions are created by people
and in turn, greatly influence people's behavior.
Every individual is expected to
play'some role- in the institutions of
society.

group.

Though largely determined by habits, an
individdal's bthavior is also affected by
his physiological and emotional state, the
intensity of his drives, and the particular
external circumstances with which he 15
confronted.

There is an inevitable conflict between the
standards,or ibeals set up- in a Culture for
control of the behavior of-its members and
errant individual impulses.
Since every
person is simultaneously an individual and
a group menher.' one-must constantly wrestle
with the conflict of individual selfist as against obligations to the
group interest.
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Each individual belongs to,many grOups.
lnese include family, play group, state and
natiOn* Being a member of a group may
rejuire many adjustment-5-4n that thp
in ividUal is Often affected by group
deciSions.
An individual may be expected tO play a
different role in eachAroup to which he
belongs (family role, schoOl role, role
in peer group activities, e C.)
To satiSfy basic needs, indi Iduals live
Human beings everywhere haVe
in groups.
acquired the need for iffection apd interaCtion with other human beings.
The SOlution of important human problems
reqdires cooperation between individuals
and grodps.

Cooperation is oXten characteriied by
Compromise and postOonement of irmediate
individual or grolip satisfaction.
The more eoMplex the society i$, the more
cOoperation is required.
,

InteractiOn among individudis or groups
Jrequently results in conflict.

The individual i5 expected to abide by'the
ruleS and norms of the society to which he
Nol one can iab as he pleases withbelongs.
Out seine form of punishment or lack of
In-American society,
acceptance by society.

freedom and responsibility ake interrelated;
reSponsibility implies the limits of individual freedem.

People have unique, common needs wnich are met
within a SOCI a I setting throuun membership
in primary and secondary grou:his.
Within
these groups people develop ac,:epted wayr5

and means of meetinq their need5 and coping
with problems of living in croups.

In learning !iocial skills, we learl how to

modify Our behavior

effectively

iii

order, to turn, t or

and efficiently usjrCuibu,

Society in whigh we live.

